CAREER OUTCOMES DATA
CLASS OF 2016

Overall Career Outcomes Rate includes Undergraduate & Graduate Students within six months of graduation
Employment Graduate School Military Volunteer Work
84% of employed students are in positions related to their career goals

TOP EMPLOYMENT INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGY GOVERNMENT HEALTH EDUCATION CONSULTING

MARYLAND VIRGINIA WASHINGTON, D.C.

TOP EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS

76% Employment Graduate School Military Volunteer Work

75% of graduating students participated in experiential learning
INTERNSHIPS | CO-OP | RESEARCH | WORK RELATED TO CAREER GOALS | STUDY ABROAD | LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

SELECT EMPLOYERS
Deloitte  KPMG  DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE  WOLF TRAP  GANNETT DIGITAL
DEPARTMENT OF STATE  Booz | Allen | Hamilton  CGI  NAVY
Grant Thornton  U.S. ARMY

SELECT JOB TITLES
Conflict Resolution Specialist  Aviation Systems Engineer  Foreign Operations Specialist  Informatics Coordinator
Veterinary Assistant  Gaming Specialist  Financial Management Analyst  Environmental Health Specialist
Information Systems Specialist  Cyber Security Risk Analyst  Human Factors Scientist  Geospatial Analyst
Mathematical Statistician  Government Affairs Manager  Health Care Analyst  Historic Interpreter  Intelligence Analyst
Learning Systems Instructional Designer  Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner  Marketing and Communication Manager
ELL Teacher  Assistive Technology Specialist  Operations Research Analyst  Physical Therapist  Area Traffic Engineer
Military Analyst  Data Scientist  Forensic Psychotherapist  Legislative Assistant  Clinical Microbiologist

The Career Plans Survey was conducted among students who graduated from Mason in August and December 2015 and May 2016. The full survey was administered to all graduates online via email, and were collected via individual phone calls and reviews of students’ online social media profiles (e.g., LinkedIn) to determine career outcomes (N=3,948 graduates).